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Dedication 
jfO Lester M. Wilson, our helpful and much be-
loved class angel of '20, now in far away 
Peru very ably discharging his duties as Director 
General of that country's schools, we, the class of 
'21, gladly and respectfully dedicate this our class 
annual, Warbler the III. 
To Mr. Wilson must be attributed a very large 
share of the success of the various class activities 
as Juniors of last year, especially the Junior-Sen-
ior Party, at which the class presented ''The Mika-
do" which he so ably coached and advised. 
Our memory of him as a kind, energetic, fath-
erly class adviser will never fade. 
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E. H. TAYLOR 
MATHE MATICS 
A. M., Ph. D. , Harvard University. 
FRIEDERICH KOCH 
Mu sic 
ELLEN A. FORD 
LATIN 
A. M., Syracuse University. 
ANNIE L. WELLER 
GEOGRAPHY 
B. S. University of Chicago. 
ALBERT B. CROWE 
PHYSICAL S CIENCES 
A. M., Hanover College. 
ISABEL McKINNEY 
ENGLISH 
A. M. , Columbia University. 
FLORENCE V. SKEFFINGTON 
E NGLISH 
A. B. , University of Chicago. 
S. E. THOMAS 
HISTORY 
A. M. University of Iowa. 
ANABEL JOHNSON 
FRENCH 
A. B., Elmira College; A. M., Columbia University. 
CHARLES P. LANTZ 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
B. S., Gettysburg College. 
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aRAYMOND L. MODESITT 
MATHEMATICS 
A. M., Indiana University. 
HOWARD DEF. WIDGER 
ENGLISH 
A B., Yale University. 
FISKE ALLEN 
SUPERVISOR 01<' TRAINING SCHOOL 
A. B., Indiana University ; A. M., Columbia University. 
bLESTER MAcLEAN WILSON 
PSYCHOLOGY 
A. B., Park College; A. M. , University of Chicago; 
Ph. D., Columbia University. 
EARL R. K. DANIELS 
ENGLISH 
A. B., Clark College. 
LEWIS ALBERT MOORE 
AGRICULTURE 
B. S., University of Illinois. 
aHELEN FERN DARINGER 
ENGLISH 
Ph. B., University of Chicago. 
aL. F. ASHLEY 
MANUAL ARTS 
Stout Institute; University of Wisconsin 
cNATHANIEL SMITH VIAL 
AGRICULTURE 
B. S., University of Illinois. 
MARGUERITE ROOKE 
HOME ECONOMICS 
B. S., Millikin University; Lewis Institute. 
RUTH E. MAJOR 
SCHOOL MUSIC 
B. S., Kansas State Normal School. 
ISABEL BATCHELOR 
LATIN 
A. M., Indiana University. 
HOMER G. INGRAM 
MANUAL ARTS 
Illinois State Normal University; Chicago Art Institute. 
LENA B. ELLINGTON 
HISTORY 
A. M. , Columbia University. 
AGNES STEW ART 
P HYSICAL E DUCATION 
Chicago Normal School of Physical Education. 
EARL H. HALL 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 
B. S. , M. S., University of Chicago. 
CHARLESS. SPOONER 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 
A. B. , Cornell University ; A. M., University of Illinois. 
GRACE E. MESSER 
F INE AND APPLIED ARTS 
Potsdam Normal School ; Syracuse University. 
MARIE C. HEIBERG 
MATHEMATICS 
A. B., St. Olaf College. 
MILDRED B. BI~DSEYE 
FINE AND APPLIED ARTS 
Art Institute of Chicago; Church School of Art. 
GERTRUDE GOLDMAN 
HYGIENE 
R. N., (Connecticut ) ; N. B. I. Hospital, Newark, N. J. 
ERNEST G. WALKER 
PSYCHOLOGY 
A. B., University of Indiana; A. M., University of Chicago. 
EDITH E. RAGAN 
TRAINING TEACHER IN J UNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
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LE AH I. STEVENS 
TRAINING TEACHER IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Illinois State Normal University. 
MARGARET A. CANT 
TRAINING TEACHER IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
A. B,. University of Minnesota. 
GILBERTA COFFMAN 
TRAINING TEACHER IN SIXTH GRADE 
JESSIE LOUISE FORDE 
TRAINING TEACHER IN FIFTH GRADE 
A. B., Kansas State Normal School; 
A. M .. Columbia University. 
MELLIE E . BISHOP 
TRAINING TEACHER IN FOURTH GRADE 
B. L., Swartmore College. 
F LORE NCE E. GARDIN ER 
TRAINING TEACHER IN THIRD GRADE 
GRACE GEDDES 
TRAINING TEACHER IN SECOND GRADE 
a ANN A H. MORSE 
TRAINING TEACHER IN FIRST GRADE 
CLARA M. KEMLER 
TRAINING TEACHER IN FIRST GR4-DE 
Wittenberg College. 
RUTH JESSUP 
HISTORY IN THE GRADES 
A. B. , Universi ty of Minnesota; A. M , Columbia University. 
MARY J . BOOTH 
LIBRARIAN 
A. B. , Beloit College; B. L. S., University of Illinois. 
LOIS F. SHORTESS 
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN 
A. B. , University of Wisconsin. 
ESTHER DOTY CABLE 
ASSISTANT IN LIBRARY 
University of Illinois. 
GRACE EWALT 
REGISTRAR 
GERTRUDE J . KOLLE 
ASSISTANT 
RUTH CARMAN 
STENOGRAPHER 
Ph. B., University of Wisconsin. 
EVA NELLE CHAMBERLIN 
STENOGRAPHER 
Eartern Illinois State Normal School ; Mattoon Business College. 
MARTHA MOLYNEAUX 
HEAD OF PEMBERTON HALL 
Miami Uni versity 
WALTER H. NEHRLING 
SUPERINTENDENT OF GROUNDS 
Missouri Botanical Gardens. 
Names of teachers, with the exception of training teachers, 
are printed in the order of their engagement. 
aLeave of absence for one year. 
bResigned January 21. 1921. 
cResigned October 18, 1920. 
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The class of ' 21 chose Mr. Wilson and Miss Hitchcock for its class advi-
sers at the opening of the school year 1919-20. Since they were not in 
school this year, Mr. Moore and Miss Molyneaux were chosen to succeed 
them; so the class has had excellent advisers for both years, and the class 
of '21 takes this opportunity to thank them for their unfailing efforts and 
co-operation. 
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MARY CATHERINE LYTLE 
She works hard; she plays hard; she 
loves hard. 
MARIAN AGNES McCARTHY 
A light heart lives long. 
CLYDE HUGH LEATHERS 
My gal, she's a wonderful gal. 
LURA MARCIALENE WILLIAMS 
She will have a career. 
LUCILE RHOADS 
I stand at th ~ l.Jriu:C ot' J., great career. 
Wi ll som::mw ';)lease pnsh me off: 
MARY LILLIAN SP~R 
Good will is the mig hties~ practical force 
in the universe: 
MADALINE ROMINGER 
My heart is fixed. 
ADA BEATRICE!SMITH 
Quality, not quantity, is my measure. 
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ZELDA ELIZA BETH PAPE 
Happy-bu,t she hasrv' t red hair for 
nothing. 
RICHARD DE~ONBRUN KEPNER 
Wake me up after class. 
VIVIAN BEATRICE LIPPINCOTT 
Our thoughts and our conduct are all 
our own. 
R. LOUISE NICHOLSON 
Life is just what we make it. 
RUBY ELIZABETH LOWE 
The only way to have a friend is to be 
one. 
MINERVA GRAHAM 
Nay, but make haste, the better foot 
before 
JESZ A MAURINE DEPPEN 
Her ha~r is black and her eyes are too -
And does she use them? I'll say she do. 
MARY KATHERINE BAUER 
A true friend is ever a frien d 
20 
KATHRYN MORE 
We know what we are, but we know not 
what we may be. 
JESSIE FLORENCE MOORE 
She who blushes is not quite a villianess. 
ROBERTRAYMONDPAMPE 
Our sweet, dark-eyed baby. 
LUCY MARIE REDDEN 
Take her up tenderly and handle wi 
care. 
AUSTIN EDGINGTON 
True merit like a river, the deeper it is 
the less noise it makes. 
VIRGIN IA EMILY GOODMAN 
A mother's J·oy: ajather 's pride. 
HILDRED ELIZABETH DENSMORE 
Never an idle moment, with success as 
her object. 
H AZEL JANE CALDWELL 
Dignified? A lmost - until you know her! 
21 
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PAULINE ASHWORTH 
A lways chasing rainbeaux . 
MRS. LEAH LOGAN ANDERSON 
Success comes only to those who lead the 
life of endeavor. 
EVELYN SARAH ALLISON 
Dry is her wit, but keen the cut. 
HETTY ELLENDER BLYT HE 
She is well paid that is well satisfied. 
MARY CATHERINE DILLON 
I'm resolved to g1·ow fat and look young 
until forty. 
NEVA BECK HARRIS 
A friend is wo1·th all hazards we can 
run. 
RALPH ORLANDO FREELAND 
N o man can either live piously or die 
righteously without a wife. 
LOIS OLMSTED 
Be silent or let thy words become more 
than silence. 
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MARGARET CORENE QUINN 
Diligence is the mother of good fortune. 
WILLIAM McKINLEY TURNER 
I woke up one morning and found my-
self famous. 
MAE SMITH 
There is no knowledge that is not power 
MARY BELLE PORTER 
Her manner e'en was calm, but kind 
withal. 
CECIL ELFRIEDA KOELMEL 
She who sows courtesy reaps f riendship. 
MARY EMILY McFADDEN 
B enevolent people are always cheerful. 
LOIS GENEVI EVE ADAMS 
Dignified, good character, and a cheerful 
disposition happi ly combined. 
LLOYD LESTER HARGIS 
Principle is ever my motto. 
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J E NNIE LUCILE DICKINSON 
Amiability shines by its own light. 
RAYMOND WALKER PHIPPS 
Pa, gimme a nickel; I wanta be tough. 
ALICE MARGUERITE PITTMAN 
Who climb the grammar-tree distinctly 
know 
Where noun, and verb, and participle 
grow. 
PEARL SHARP PRICE 
Do well and right, and let the world 
sink. 
RUBY ANGELINE KELLAR 
To be a fond companion unto man 
Is woman born. 
FLORENCE IRENE STARKEY 
Be not simply good, but good f or some-
thing. 
VELMA J ESSIE HUGHES 
Genius can never despise labor. 
WARREN BROOKS HILEMAN 
A lion among ladies is a most dangerous 
thing. 
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REBA IRENE MITCHELL 
The beginnings of all things are small. 
JOEL REXWELL STOKES 
He would stop St. Peter's roll-call to ask 
a question. 
ANNA LAURA SMITH 
Simplicity in habit, truth in speech. 
FLORENCE SUTTON 
The Lord gave a f ew people brains. 
F lorence evidently had a pull. 
TABITHA DEVERTCK 
One day there came a charming prince. 
PAUL VERNON McMORRIS 
He that hath knowledge spareth his 
words. 
FERN NELLE HUBER 
Gentleness and ajf"ability conquer at last. 
HELEN B. JESSUP 
The world means nothing to the capable. 
' 
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HELEN EVELYN GOFF 
And grace that won who saw to wish 
her stay. 
MARY DARLING BENCE 
She is petit and dainty 
RUTH EDITH FLETCHER 
The mildest manners and the gentlest 
heart. 
VERNE HART BARNES 
For he's a jolly good f ellow. 
EULAELMASTANBERRY 
Style is the dress of thoughts. 
RUBY FRANCES GRAFTON 
Every girlie has a giggle all her own. 
LUCILE DRYDEN 
Do the best you can-
And stop when you m·e through. 
MADGE CONNOR 
There's m1-r,sic in t'w air. 
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TILLIE MAE TAYLOR 
Gracious goodness! What a busy woman 
lam! 
LETTIE EDITH J ONES 
She stands on her head or heels; 'tis all 
the same. 
MILDRED LEE 
Gentle in speech, beneficient in mind 
HAZEL RHEA GARRISON 
When she sings-oh, heavens, her voice! 
lONE FLORA ALLISON 
The first duty of a woman is to be pretty. 
VERNON E WING BARNES 
To be rather than to seem. 
MARY LUCILE BAYLES 
Here's to the boys who double my }oys. 
MARY LUCRETIA BOSTIC 
It is tranquil people who accomplish 
much. 
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DOROTHY CHRISTINE ALBIN 
For she is J·ust the quiet kind whose 
nature never varies. 
HOWARD DUFF ALLISON 
Look upon me and nu!-rvel. 
MARGARET FRAZIER McLAUGHLIN 
The movies! The movies! My kingdom 
f or the movies. 
HORTENSE BAIRD 
A strong advocate for women's rights. 
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'f[;'ilAR back in the fall of 1916 the class of '21 made its first appearance on 
.!I the campus and in the corridors of E. I. As t ime went on we soon 
learned : that the corridors were only to be walked through; that cigaret te 
stubs were to be deposited north o:f Lincoln street; not to skip classes ; not 
t o tell about our new dresses in chapel; not to have toothpicks in our 
mouths after meals; how to study; how to bluff ; how to act at receptions; 
how to roast wieners; and last but not least, how to respect Seniors We 
knew that we were not green, but we often thought, "Why those scowls of 
our venerable Senior brothers and sisters?'' 
During our Prep, F reshman and Sophomore years, there were the usual 
parties, picnics ::.J:nd class contests; but by far the greater part of our t ime 
was spent in burning midnight oil in an attempt to absor b a small part of 
that very abstract substar1ce commonly known as education . . As we pressed 
on in this struggle many of our comrades fell, by the way; but their places 
were filled readily, and the size and quality of the class of '21 was not only 
m aintained but increased. 
At the first roll call of our Junior class, Qeptember, 1919, there were one 
hundred and twenty-four members. The following officers were elected : 
McKinley Turner, President. 
Lucile Dryden, Vice President. 
Margaret McLaugh lin, Secretary ; 
Howard Allison, Sergeant-at-Arms. 
Ralph Freeland, Hazel Caldwell, Historians. 
Madge Connor, Poet. 
On September 29 the class began its social career by following the well-
worn t rail to Wilson's woods for a weiner roast and a general good time. 
The benevolent Juniors entertained the P. G.'s at a party N9vember 15. 
Here many distinguished themselves by consuming unbelievable amount<~ of 
pumpkin pie, ice cream and punch. The Juniors turned to work now and 
had no more to say until February 25, when the g irls won the basketball 
championship from the Seniors by a Score of 13-10. 
Wednesday, April 5, the Juniors relieved the suspense by artistically 
decorating the assembly room with redbud, and by flying their cherry and 
white flag. All pi tched battles and hair-pulling contests were forgotten, 
and, May 20, the Seniors became children again and united their best efforts 
with those of the Juniors in making the Junior-Senior picnic at the Rocks a 
success. 
The Juniors reached the summit of their achievements and concluded 
their class activities on the evening of May 24, when they elaborately enter-
tained the Seniors at the annual Junior-Senior party. The first part of the 
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evening was spent in presenting the musical comedy, "The Mikado," in the 
beautifully decorated gymnasium. At the close of the opera, a dinner was 
served in Japanese style. The rest of the evening was spent in dancing, 
music being furnished by a St. Louis quartette. 
We returned in t he fall of 1920 eighty-one strong. 27 of our num-
ber had com~:' t hrough from the eighth grade. Despite the four-year college 
course, we did not have to submit to the obloquy of being mere Sopho-
mores, but were allowed to take the proud name of Seniors. We were start-
ed t o -work immediately, observing in the training school, writing plans, 
and getting a few other lessons on the side. But it wasn't half as much 
work as we thought it would be, judging from reports we had heard. 
Following the established precedent, we went on October 11, "over the 
f ences ar,d through the wood" to the waterworks on a wiener roast. On 
our return to town the Juniors tried to retaliate for their drenching the 
week before, but we all escaped drowning. 
Our faithful class angel went to South America in January. Before his 
departure the elass of '21 gave a Japanese tea in his and Mrs. Wilson's 
honor in Pemberton Hall. An enjoyable hour was spent in having a last 
visit with the Wilsons. Christmas vacation brought delightful homecom-
ings to the majority of the Seniors. Those who were left in Charleston 
found it a bit lonely. To drive away this feeling, about a dozen Seniors and 
Robert and Charles Allen had a candy pull at Vernon Barnes' home. 
Taffy was plentiful for many days, due to the generous supply, not to poor 
quality. 
In the spring the redbud bloomed bright and lovely, undaunted by frost. 
This made the Juniors very uneasy, for this is our class flower, and the dec-
orating season was at hand. On Thursday morning, April 7, the cherry 
and white flag of '21 was floating from the tower, a!!d the front of the As-
sembly Room was a Japanese garden with masses of redbud.* 
The big events of Commencement are yet to come. We look forward 
to them with mingled pleasure and sadness - pleasure in the good things 
sure to be a part of each, and sadness at leaving classmates, teachers, and 
school. As we look back over our years at E . I., we have many pleasant 
r ecollections. May the spirit of t he school, and the ideals acquired here, 
guide us to achievements worthy of the graduates of Eastern Illinois State 
Teachers' College. 
Class officers 1920-21 : 
Vernon Barnes, President. 
Madge Connor, Vice President. 
lone Allison. Secretary. 
Lucile Dryden, Treasurer. 
McKinley Turner, Sergeant-at-Arms. 
Evelyn Allison, Florence Sutton, Historians. 
Pauli ne Ashworth, Poet. 
*See Ju nior archives for further information. 
Three other members of tbe Senior class a re: Erna Patterson, Mildred 
Mayes, Helen Merle Gould. 
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Merrily sing with gladness, 
Bid every care depart, 
Banish all gloom and sadness, 
Thrill every classmate's heart. 
Bravely we're stri ving onward, 
Faltering hearts are none. 
Ever we'll stand united 
Classmates of ' 21. 
Hoist the white and cherry high! 
Fling our colors to the sky! 
White for truth, steadfast and bright, 
Cherry for faith in all the right. 
Upward we strive with pleasure, 
Up where the future glows, 
Loyally pledge full measure, 
Cherished our vision grows. 
Earnestly tread life's pathway 
Till all our work is done ; 
Thus we'll stand united 
Classmates of '21. 
M. C. 
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Elbert Hargis Glenn Hackett Charles Prather 
Ruth Harris Beth Olmsted Marie Allison 
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Our Senior College 
Was created this year 
To benefit students 
From far and near. 
We are the first class 
To enter its door, 
Although there were 
Post Graduates here before. 
We now will try 
To acommodate you, 
For the fields of labor 
We have each passed through. 
Prather's our wonderful athlete; 
Hacket t with Caruso could compete. 
The Student Council 
By Hargis is led; 
Many a child's mind 
By Ruth Harris is fed; 
Beth will gain fame 
In our class play ; 
And Marie as a pian ist 
Can make everyone gay. 
Charles Prather. '20. President 
Ruth Harris, '17, Vice Pre~ident 
Glen Hackett. '18, Treasurer 
Beth Olmsted, '19, Secretary 
Elbert Hargis, '20, 
Student Council Representative 
Marie Allison, Poet. 
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~JUNIOF{S 
Hazel Adamson Harold Kerr 
Doris Bedwell Maurice King 
Goldie Birkett Irene King 
Vesta Blaisdell Eleanor Lachrite 
Margaret Bolin Anne Laughlin 
Clara Bradley Marjorie Lynch Helen Watson 
Mae Braithwaite Arthur McCall Leta Whitacre 
Dorothy Bratton Florence McDowell John Whitesel 
Frances Briggs Maude McDowell Irma Willingham 
Marie Buckler Raahel Modes Irene Wood 
Opal Bussard Lillian Myers Thelma Woodburn 
Hester Cairna Dorothy Nehrling Nelle Wright 
Mildred Cavins Maude Nichols Helen Barker 
Irene Champion Ruth Nickles Edna Baumbarger 
Ruth Champion Oevona O'Hair Joseph Bennett 
Marguerite Clark Robia 0' Haver William Birthisel 
Ruth Clark Helen Putnam Claude Combs 
William Creamer 
Helen Cronin 
Ruth Daniels 
J ean Davis 
Mamie Dorsch 
Lulu Dryden 
Carroll Dunn 
Dolores Easton 
Halleen Elliott 
McClellan E versole 
Margaret Fagan 
Richard Fawley 
Hannah Ferguson 
Lillis Flemming 
Jrl Gobart 
Helen Harmon 
Nellie Haskell 
Lucile Haworth 
Mary Hill 
Miriam Humphrey 
Esther Hunter 
Lawrence Jenkins 
Rose Johnson 
Evelyn Kern 
Meredith Leckrone 
James Lynch 
Wy nemiah Rardin 
Perry Rawland 
Rosalie Rennels 
Lillis Rhoads 
Maurine Rhoden 
Thursa Richardson 
Vera Rogers 
Hilda Schneider 
Mae Schriner 
Maudalene Scott 
Gertrude Sharkey 
Mar tha Skinner 
Elsie Sloan 
Ruth Squires 
Katherine Stapp 
Grace Starkey 
Lorna Stephens 
Violet Stevens 
Nadine Storm 
Oren Swope 
Mildred Talley 
Sylvia Taylor 
J oyce Traeger 
Louise Trager 
Edna Tyr rell 
Nannie Walker 
Mary Dresser 
Grace Geer 
Kenneth Gun 
Helen Kern 
Ruth Pierce 
Lola Raper 
Dorothy Pierce 
Hariet Tate 
Helen Waters 
Sumner Anderson 
Mary Boyer 
Eleanor Coryell 
Albert Crowe 
Ray Elledge 
Dorothy Fremgen 
Dorothy Haworth 
Alfred Iknayan 
Paulina Mitchell 
Cyril Reed 
Charles Schriner 
Myrle Shafer 
Forrest Stewart 
Warren Thompson 
Esther Whitesel 
Hazel Woody 
43 
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('Q?EPTEMBER 14, 1920, the first day of school, brought a line of new stu-
~ dents, and most of them were registered into the Junior class. They 
were gladly received by the members of the class who had been here pre-
vious years. 
The first event of our lives occurred October 4, 1920. On this date the 
Juniors, accompanied by Miss Rooke and Mr. Daniels, hiked to Wilson' s 
woods. After several hundred wieners, marshmallows, pickles and buns 
had been consumed, the flock headed toward home. On October 6, the class, 
with much parliamentary procedure, elected class officers and class advisers. 
As yet, none of the classes had had a " get together" party; so the J uniors 
started the ball rolling by having a combination supper and dancing party 
in the gymnasium on November 15. There were all the good eats of a pic-
nic supper, and everyone enjoyed the dance afterwards. The orchest ra 
was composed entirely of Juniors. Because of the spirit for dancing that 
was aroused at this party, the Juniors decided to organize a dancing school, 
which was to meet every Tuesday evening from six-thirty to seven-thirty. 
I n this way, many learned to dance. 
In the carnival, November 27, the Juniors took a prominent part to help 
buy t he sweaters for the football boys. Next came our famous vaudeville 
show. Never before had a Junior class given a show of this sort, but we 
decided that in some way we must get money to help entertain our elders 
at the Junior-Senior party. About half of the Junior girls, the Girls' Glee 
Club and the Boys' Glee Club helped us to earn one hundred dollars. In 
March the Junior girls won the Girls' Interclass Basketball Tournament. 
Yes, the Seniors were defeated by a score of --. We' ll leave it for you to 
guess. The members of the Junior team won sweaters with the numerals, 
1922, for their hard work in the games. 
But all these events are almost ancient history. Let us speak of the 
history of today-a civil war between the Juniors and Seniors. The first 
declaration, officially announced, was the one that t old how certain members 
of the Juniors had captured two Senior boys and had taken them for a taxi 
ride out into the country. Then the Seniors took action and decorated the 
Assembly Room. Right at present the Seniors are apparently greatly con-
cerned about their younger classmates, for the days are coming when the 
Juniors will decorate! We wonder if we will do so in peace, but we hope 
not. It is at such times that we have the fun in class rivalry - just good 
times with no hard feelings. Probably a better time than decorating is 
coming at the Junior-Senior party, to be held on May 23. The J uniors are 
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planning for thisto be the big event of the year of 1921. We, the Juniors, 
will always remember these days as the days of real sport. 
Class officers: 
Perry F.awland, President. 
Lillian Myers, Vice President. 
Opal Bussard, Secretary. 
Marjorie Lynch, Treasurer. 
Irma Willingham, Poet. 
Marie Buckler, Dorothy Nehrling, Historians. 
Claude Combs, Sergeant-at-Arms. 
Miss Rooke, Mr. Koch, Class Advisers. 
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1. The most beautiful campus in the state. 
2. A large main building. 
3. An up-to-date elementary school. 
4. Pemberton Ball, a modern dormitory for 
girls. 
5. A large faculty with broad experience. 
6. Schahrer Field. 
7. A Manual Arts Building. 
8. Lake Ahmoweenah. 
9. A large gymnasium. 
10. A congenial student body. 
11. An excellent coaching corps. 
12. An annual Interscholastic Field Meet and 
Oratorical Contest. 
13. An annual Music Festival. 
14. A school garden. 
15. A forestry. 
16. A modern greenhouse. 
17. Tennis courts and hockey field. 
18. A welcome. 
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Grace Acord Corinne Foltz Arlie Mohlenhoff 
Ver la Amrhein Grace Gordon Lois Moore 
Sylvia Ashworth Janet Grimes Rhoda l?rather 
Bernice Authenrieth Emily Heistand Claude Price 
Frances Beck Daisy Icenogle Pearl Pryor 
Mayme Blanken baker Edith .T arrett Ruby Sharp 
Gladys Brading Helen Kastl H~ len Sherman 
Ruth Carpenter Marjorie Love Robert Shoemaker 
Mildred Connor Margaret Lynch Bertie Smith 
Marjorie Defenbaugh lea Marks Carolyn Springer 
William Dozier Lulah McCrocklin Harold Whittemore 
Myrtle Dunlap Gladys McMillan Eunice Wright 
Conrad McMorris 
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l:ifrlHIS is the first class to enter under the present Junior High School sys-
.!.1 tern. This is the first regular class to graduate from the Senior High 
School, as the present 12th year people are either ahead of the class or making 
up work. This class has had several successful parties and picnics. The 
class had one of the most successful teas which have been held in this 
school. The proceeds of this tea went for the purchase of a bust of Lincoln 
for the school. 
The class colors are blue and orange. 
1921: Harold Whittemore, President. 
Mayme Blankenbaker, Secretary. 
Emily Heistand, Treasurer. 
Robert Shoemaker, Student Council Representative. 
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Hazel Adkins Harold Grove Vera Olive 
Glenna Allen Mary Gullett Hugh Osborn 
Ruth Andres Clyde Gwinn Eliza Partlow 
Helen Bailey Dorothy Hackett Harry Phipps 
Vera Barnes Rue! Hall Dorothy Roberts 
Geneva Bell Helen Huff Helen Shafer 
Barbara Bisson Lois J ohnston Opal Shinn 
Harold Blackford Thelma Jones F rances Shoemaker 
Dorothy Blair Alice Kelly Redith Spies 
Edith Bline Chenault Kelly Byrle Stifle 
Mildred Brown Paul Kepner Roy Stillions 
Oli ve Brown Josiah Kerans Hazel Taylor 
May Checkley Dwight Lake Beulah Tittle 
Georgiana Co!Glman Ethel Leamon Earl Tomberlin 
Forest Combs Earl Lee Herman Walker 
Margaret Coon Gohring Lynch Lois Waters 
Josie Day Elizabeth McTaggart Geneva Williams 
Lois Edman Bonalyn Mitchell Emerson Wilson 
Thelma Elliott Irma Moore Goldie Wilson 
Bernice Fasig Winona Moore Leo Woodburn 
Ruth Fawley Leliah Neal Norviel Woodburn 
Regina F leshner Orval Funkhouser 
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Gj""j'JHIS class has worked as a unit throughout the year. We have taken 
.!.!. considerable interest in school affairs, and the Tens were represented in 
every activity. Harold Grove was our representative in the Student Coun-
cil at the beginning of t he year. His term expired and Gohring Lynch was 
elected to fill the vacancy. Gohring resigned and Roy Stillions was elected 
to represent us. 
Class advisers: Mr. Hall and Miss Birdseye were chosen as class advi-
sers; and have shown themselves ready to help in everything the class has 
under taken. 
Beulah Tittle, President. 
Herman Walker , Vice Presiden t. 
Dorothy Blair, Secretary. 
Geneva Williams, Treasurer. 
Forrest Combs; Sergeant-a t-Arms. 
Roy Stillions, Student Council Representat ive. 
Social activities: The class was quite active socially and held several 
parties, including a Christmas and a Hallowe'en party. A wiener roast 
was held in Wilson's woods. A picnic was held at Riverview Park on 
April 25. 
Athletics: The girls played four games in the basketball tournament. 
losing only to the Juniors, who won the tournament. The lineup was as 
follows: 
Lois Waters, Ruth Fawley, forwards; Ethel Leamon, Eliza Partlow, 
centers; Frances Shoemaker, Edith Eline, guards. 
The girls had a hockey team, but made very little showing. The boys' 
basketball team was very successful, and was not defeated in the two 
games they played The lineup was as follow!';: 
Rue! Hall, Norviel Woodburn . forwards; Josiah Kerans, center (cap-
tain); Harold Blackford. Paul Ashby, guards. 
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Goldie Adkins Mabel Greenwalt GIPn P yles 
I nez Adkins Edgar Gwin Dorothy Rardin 
I na Akeman Sylvester Hall Harry Rardin 
Nina Akeman Will iam Hall Francis Ratts 
Bertha Albert Rosetta Hays Vernon Replogle 
Helen Alexander Pauline Icenogle Guy Rhodes 
Olive Anderson Pauline Jenkins P aul Rosebraugh 
Marne Armstrong Chlotilde Lane Alice Russell 
J ohn Ashby Lois Lanman Edna Sawyer 
Harvt>y Baker Mil ton Leamon Gladys Shields 
Hazel Bickle Helen Lippincott Edward Sims 
Ruth Bingaman Ruth Lippincott Teddy Simms 
Ruth Eline Freda Marks Beatrice Sims 
Herbert Brown Myrtle Markwell Kate Smith 
Nellie Cain Martha Markwell Helen Sollars 
Theodore Cavins Mildred McCandlish Virgin ia Spence 
August Cay lor Laura McCracklin George Stevens 
Mildred Checkley Lawrence McElwee Leona Stevens 
Ruth Checldey Catherine McMorris Harry Stevenson 
Cecil Chesser Herschel McMorris Beatrice Stiff 
Hazel Clark Leo Milburn Will iam Stone 
Glen Colvin Marjorie Milburn Helen Sullivan 
Wayne Cooper Margery Miller Devona Swinford 
Dorothy Cox Edwin Mohlenhoff Ralph Swisher 
Foy Craig Hazle Moulton Robert Thrall 
Radon Cuppy Ray Newell Gordon Titus 
Mildred Cuppy Lura Nickell Omma Tomberlin 
May Dowthitt Virginia Nickle Reita Tomberlin 
Lois Dowthitt Mildred Nolting Charles Veach 
Tilford Dudley William Norton • Alfred Walters 
Harry Ekins Florence 0' Hair Florence Waltrip 
Helen Far ris Eva Olmsted Russell Weaver 
George Foreman Paul Osborn Thelma White 
Derenna Freeland Helen Paul Ha llie Whitesel 
Ruth Freeland Margaret Popham Hazel Whitesel 
Thelma F reeland Haze l Portwood Mabel Wickham 
William Gannaway Bernadine Powers Ruby Witters 
Carlos Goff Frances Powers 
Hazle Gordon Helen Price 
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GfrlHE Nines are often called green, but they have the pep just the same . 
.!.!. Recall the carnival last fall-how they put George Washington on the 
stage just to show you what a real Nine was. Down in room six dwells 
Martha. with several other Nines. 
You a lso remember that the Nines have a reputation of being good na-
tured. During the hocky tournament last fall when the girls were winning 
all the victories, the pennant in room six was taken down and destroyed, 
but like educated students the Nines bought another, and placed this one 
a little higher. About the second day of April it disappeared again; but 
like educated students the Nines did not buy another. 
In basketball our boys and girls were very considerate. They did not 
want to make enemies of the students of the other classes, especially the 
Seniors, thinking probably they would have them for student teachers. So 
t his accounts for the Nines letting the others win all the victories. 
You may call the Nines pepless, but just step in room six some Wednes-
day morning and our president will show you how to conduct a class 
meeting. 
1 
For us arose thy walls and towers, 
Their beauty, strength and grace are ours ; 
The hills and prairies at t hy feet 
For us in lovely landscape meet. 
REFRAIN 
So must our hearts remember thee, 
So may our lives thy tribute be, 
Strong, true, and beautiful, and brave, and free, 
So shall our hearts, our hearts remember thee. 
2 
For gift of friends, for lasting gain, 
For hard won joys that long remain, 
For strength of victory possessed, 
We thank the school we love the best. 
3 
Across the years thy spirit burns, 
Across the land in love it yearns, 
Enkindled with the light of truth, 
Made perfect in eternal youth. 
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Elbert Hargis 
Harold Grove 
Robert Sheomaker Harold Kerr 
Marie Buckler Madge Connor 
Clyde Leathers 
Tilford Dudley 
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J:fHE Student Council was organized last year, and is still in the course of 
defining the duties in its province. The purpose ot this student com-
mittee is to further co-operation between the students and the faculty, and 
t o organize the student body into a working unit. 
This year the council conducted the annual carnival which was an entire 
success in the amusement given and money cleared, the receipts being $189; 
it managed the student-faculty reception, and also financed the student 
parties. The council has also done many intangible things in bettering the 
school spirit. There are eight members, representing six classes. The rep-
resentatives are : 
E lbert Hargis-Senior college. 
Madge Connor, Clyde Leathers- Seniors. 
Marie Buckler, Harold Kerr - Juniors. 
Robert Shoemaker- Junior High School. 
Harold Grove-Sophomore High School. 
Tilford Dudley-Freshman High School. 
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JIN September , the Y. W. C. A. began its work by helping the new girls 
get located and acquain ted. 
The programs for the year were divided into sections, and some of the 
topics we studied were: Foreign People, Home Missionaries and Industrial 
P roblems. Some of our meet ings werg given over to social hours. 
In September we started our membership campaign with tag day. The 
present membership of the association is eighty. 
The girls have helped to fin ance the association by selling f1andwiches, 
ice cream cones and chocolate bars at Pemberton Hall and at the foot ball 
games. 
Miss Pierce, our field secretary, came in the spring and helped to install 
the new cabinet for 1921. Four of the new cabinet have been chosen to at-
t end the August Y. W. C. A. Conference at Lake Geneva, Wis. 
The prospects are bright for the work of the coming year. 
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IR\N Saturday, December 18, 1920, the boys of the school entertained the 
~ girls and some friends with the annual Christmas dance. 
The gymnasium was decorated artist ically with streamers and bells of 
red, white and green. Evergreens, shrubs and paper flowers were placed 
along the walls. A large Christmas tree, beautifully decorated with tinsel, 
crepe paper and Christmas bells,_ was placed in the middle of the floor. The 
decorations were planned by Sumner Anderson, Robert Pampe and McKin-
ley Turner, and carried out with the co-operation of the other boys of the 
school. Dancing started at eight o'clock and lasted until t welve, when all 
departed somewhat tired but hr~ving thoroughly enjoyed the evening. Punch 
was served throughout the evening. Music was furnished by Schoenbeck' s 
orchestra. 
l:ifiilHE girls entertained as usual, but more elaborately than ever at their 
.!..!. annual George Washing ton dance this year on February 19. The 
leading feature of the affair was the cotillion dances which consitsed of 
t oy balloons, serpentines, flyers and flags, and which spirited the merry 
folks very much. The gymnasium was almost transformed wit h artistic 
decorations consisting of red streamers, pergolas, pine branches and em-
blems of the day. The programs were in the shape of little hatchets. Flan-
nigan's orchestra played for the dance. 
The Misses Dorothy Blair and Dorothy Hackett together favored the 
guests with a solo dance, which was very clever and was thoroughly en-
joyed. 
The patrons and patronesses were Miss Molyneaux, Mr. and Mrs. 
Lantz and Mr. and Mrs. Ingram. 
The success of the dance was due largely to Miss Johnson, Dorothy 
Haworth, Helen Goff, Catherine Lyt le and Margaret McLaughlin. 
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&:i'fi'JHE program this year was one of the best that has been given during 
.!..!. the existence of the entertainment course. 
The first number on the program was given November 5. It was a trio 
from the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra consisting of Mme. Ida Delledonne, 
harpist, Mr. John F. Kibury, flutist, and Mr. Ellis Levy, violinist. These 
artists were all members of the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, and were 
brought to Charleston by a special arrangement with the orchestra manage-
men t. 
On December 16, Edgar C. Raine gave an Alaskan Travelogue. Mr. 
Raine, who represented the U. S. Treasury Department, told of many of his 
experiences. The colored slides which he showed gave one an idea of the 
beauty of Alaska. 
The next number on the course was Seumus McManus, the Irish story-
t eller. The stories which Mr. McManus told were old fairy and folk tales of 
Ireland. 
The committee in charge of the enter tainment course was very fortu_ 
nate in securing the Flonzaley Quartet, which appeared on January 31. 
The quartet consisted of Adolpho Betti, firs t violin, Alfred Pochon, second 
violin, Louis Bailly, viola, and Ivan D' Archambeau, cello. 
March 10, the Coffer-Miller Players presented ''The Rivals,'' and ''As You 
Like It.'' These plays were highly appreciated by the audience. The Cof-
fer-Miller Players are well-known at our school, having appeared here sev-
eral times. 
The committee in charge of the program deserves much credit for the 
time they spent and the effort they put forth in putting on such on excel-
lent program. 
The committee consist s of : Mr. Widger, Chairman ; Mr. Koch ; Miss 
Skeffington ; Mr. Lantz; Miss Ewalt ; Miss Kolle (during Miss Ewalt's 
absence). 
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j!HE E. I. Dramatic Club, organized last year, meets every other Friday 
night. The purpose of the club is to give plays, study noted drama-
tists and attempt writin g plays. The programs have been very entertain-
ing, and all the fifty-nine members report the best of times. Some of the 
subjects discussed have been the toy theater movement, Sarah Bernhardt, 
Maud Adams, Ethel Barrymore and Ibsen. A sketch of Ibsen' s ' 'Doll 
House" was given also. The plays presented before the club have been. in 
the main, lively one-act performan ces, among them being, "Rosalie," " Pet-
ticoat Perfidy" and ''If Shakespeare Lived Today." The club presented 
"Lima Beam1" at the Carnival, a snappy farce of a man and his wife and 
lima beans. Miss McKinney 's English VI class well deserved the applause 
they received after presen t ing the fifth act of ' 'Midsummer Night' s 
Dream" to the clu b. P lans are being made for a toy theater, to be erected 
in t he reading room. This would not be complete if we did not mention the 
faithful work of the club's .advisers , Mr. Daniels and Mr. Widger, because it 
is through their efforts that the club is made possible. We Senior members 
look forward with pleasure to attending a performance at the new toy thea-
te(some time in the near future. 
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,& T the Junior-Senior banquet of 1920, the Junior class gave for the eve-
ning's entertainment. "The Mikado," a comic opera by Gilbert an d 
Sullivan. The success of the performance was due to the interest and work 
of Mr. and Mrs. Lester M. Wilson. The opera was given in the gymnasium, 
at the west end of which a stage was erected. The other part of the room, 
hung with wisteria and foliage, was transformed into a Japanese garden. 
The cast of the opera was as follows : 
The Mikado of Japan- J ames Ford. 
Nanki-Poo, his son- McKinley Turner. 
Ki-Ko, Lord high Executioner of Titipoo-Howard Muir . 
Pooh-Bah, Lord High E verything Else- Robert Serviss. 
Pish-Tush, a man around town- Warren Hileman. 
Yum-Yum } ~ Eula Stanberry. 
Pitti - Sing wards of Ko-Ko Barbara Miles. 
Peep-Eo Marian McCarthy. 
Katiska, an elderly lady- Madge Connor. 
Girls' Chorus 
Lucile Ba~rles 
Hazel Caldwell 
J esza Deppen 
Catherine Dillon 
Lucile Dryden 
Helen Young 
Pearl Price 
Tura Kincaid 
Catherine Lytle 
Ruby Lowe 
Florence Starkey 
Elsie Moyer 
Hazel Garrison 
Kathryn More 
Virginia Goodman 
Caledonia Weber 
Boys' Chorus 
Howard Allison Richard Kepner 
Verne Barnes RaJ ph Freeland 
Vernon Barnes Robert Pampe 
Austin Edgington Raymond Phipps 
Oliver McNeilly Joel Stokes 
Mr. Wilson 
Accompanist-Mrs. A. E. Craig. 
Prelude-Frances Grafton, L'1Cile Martin. 
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'fi' ISTEN, my children, and to you I'll tell 
.!....b:!:! A story which you should know quite well-
How long before Juniors sat up late 
To wait till the Seniors should decorate. 
'Twas April the 6th, Wednesday, serene, 
And as lovely an evening as ever was seen. 
Four girls (strange t<J say) in the building stayed, 
And a thorough search in all rooms made ; 
Brought in materials and all the bolts drew, 
Then settled themselves to wait the night through. 
Time passed. All was still until 12:17, 
When s-k-r-e-a-k went a window! 
A thud ! A slight scream! 
" Horrors, they' r e in! Where sha ll we go? 
The reception room! Shut the door! 
There, there! Now, just so!" 
and so for two hours until 2:17; 
Four more nervous girls-they never were seen. 
Crashes upstairs ; sounds in the hall! 
Doors opened and shut. They carried out a ll 
The " stuff," the girls knew; 
But what, oh, what could girls ever do? 
At last one escaped and for Mr. Lord went; 
The night watchman then came and the other gir ls sent 
To a neighboring house where wildly they tried 
To rouse all the Seniors. Some J uniors they tied, 
To keep t hem at home and not give the a larm, 
But Mr. Lord came and there was no longer harm. 
To gladden their hearts, at 2:55. 
The pride of all Seniors, Mr. Lord, did arrive; 
Then right on his track, and with wonderful luck, 
There came all the "redbuds" in a formidable truck; 
A_nd so, after all, their burdens were lightened-
Thingsstolencame back-theJ uniors were frightened! 
The boys of the class then came hurrying back; 
After that, of good helpers there was never a lack. 
Every Senior worked hard until near half past six, 
And at last on the flag-pole the class flag they did fix. 
The rain it poured down; went the Seniors away; 
The Seniors were t ired, but at least they were gay; 
And so in the rain t he last dec'rating was done, 
By the invincible Seniors of the alass of '21. 
16frlHE Seniors wi II present, on May 31, "The Amazons," by Arthur W. Pi-
.!..!. nero. Mr. P inero is one of the best of modern dramatists, and " The 
Amazons" is his crowning play. The scene is laid in a country place near 
London. The cast is as follows: 
Barrington, Viscount Litterly-Howard Allison. 
Gal fred, Earl of Tween wayes- Vernon Barnes. 
Andre, Count De Grival- Robert Pampe. 
Rev. Roger Minchin- Ralph Freeland. 
Fitton (a gamekeeper) - Ralph Freeland. 
Youatt (a servant) - McKinley Turner. 
Orts (a poacher) - Lloyd Hargis. 
Lady Castlejordan-Velma Hughes. 
Lady Noeline Belturbet-Hildred Densmore. 
Lady Thomasin Belturbet-Madge Connor. 
Lady Wilhelmina Belturbet-Reba Mitchell. 
' 'Sargeant' ' Shister- Virginia Goodman. 
The cast has been practicing for several weeks under the direction of 
Mr. Widger and Miss McKinney, who have coached so many plays to suc-
cess; so we assure everyone that this play will be a success. Robert Pam-
pe's suave French air, Vernon's laborious love-making, Ralph Freeland's 
ministerial calm and fatherly affection, and Howard's "I say," will not fail 
to delight the audience. A lady more charming than Lady Castlejordan, 
and a retinue of finer servants, were never seen before. The rude poacher 
will be a great source of merriment. Lastly, can you imagine Hildred, 
Madge, and Reba, as " three stalwart young fellows?" Yet they are pre-
cisely that- Thomasin with her swagger, Noeline with her scrapes and Wil-
helmina with her gun. 
We wish to thank all the people who have been so kind and willing to 
h elp us, and we hope you will enjoy our play. 
• 
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l:ifi'JHE Second Annual Music Festival surpassed all expectations. The fes-
~ tival opened with the presentation of "Hansel and Gretel" at the new 
Lincoln Theatre on Thursday night, April 28. All seats were occupied 
and all available standing room was filled. 
The cast was as follows: 
Peter, a Broom-maker ___ _______ __ __ Lloyd Hargin 
Gertrude, his Wife ____ __ __ ____ ____ Anne Laughlin 
Hansel} {Luther Angle Their Children __ _____ _ 
Gretel Catherine Shaffer 
The Witch ___ _______ _____ ___ ___ ___ __ Ruth Harper 
The Sandman __ _______ _________ Dorothy Nehrling 
Peasants Angels Ginger bread Children 
Fairies 
This play was also given Saturday afternoon at the theat re and the 
house was again filled. 
Fr iday afternoon the assembly room -vvas crowded to hear the contests 
of the high school!'!. Paris carried off a lion's share of the awards, their 
girls' glee club scoring first in the chorus contest. Anne Louise Gumm, of 
Paris, was awarded first place in the girls ' solo contest, and LeRoy Gibbons, 
of Paris, was first in the boys' solo contest. 
Friday night the audience was given many delightful treats. Mr. 
Dressler's tenor highly pleased the audience and his encores were especially 
pleasing. Hans Hess measured up to the advance information as to his 
ability as a cellist, and he responded to many encores. 
One of the features of the festival was the mass chorus of four hundred 
voices which was made up of Normal School students and High School con-
testants. 
The success of the festival was due almost entirely to the efforts of Mr. 
F rederic Koch, and Miss Ruth Major, directors of music in this school. 
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'(j'N Thursday afternoon, May 19, the physical education department of 
~ our school presented "A Spring Fantasy " One hundred and thirty-
five students took part in this fantasy, all being trained by Miss Agnes 
Stewart, physical director. 
The enter tainrne1t co1sisted of chorus dances, solo dances by Miss 
Stewart, Helen Goff, and Dorothy Nehrling. After these, Madge Connor 
was crowned Queen of May by pupils of the training school. The program 
ended with a May Pole Dance given by all who had taken part. These 
dances were very beautiful as the sun shone upon the bright colored cos-
tumes which the girls wore. 
The readings given by Lettie Jones, and the music by Harriet Tate and 
Margaret Bolin added much to the Fantasy. 
All who were present expressed a desire that this should become an 
annual aflair such as our Musical Festival and Field Meet. 
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~thletics 
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J:fOR several years the coaches of the schools in the county have been try-
ing to decide upon a way to get the athletes of the county together in 
a track meet. Coach Lantz solved the question by arranging a county meet 
which was held April 23. Five schools were entered. These schools made 
the following number of points: 
Oakland 35 
Mattoon 31 
Lerna 24 
Charleston 23 
E. I. 14 
E. I.'s track team made a fine showing considering that this was their 
first year. Mr. Hall and Mr. Moore deserve much credit for their coaching. 
G. Lynch, Hall, Combs and Eversole were the point makers for E. I. 
The coaches and superintendents of the schools of the county met and 
voted to make this an annual affair to be held on Schahrer Field. 
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JrHE Eleventh Annual Field Meet was probably the most successful meet 
ever held. May 7 was an ideal day, and several thousands of spectat-
ors attended t he meet. 
Champaign's track team won the meet with 42 points, Springfield was 
second with 20 points and Paris third with 14 points. Nearly 300 athletes, 
r epresenting 29 schools, were entered. 
Five records were broken. Shively of Paris established a new javelin 
record of 158 feet 111-2 inches. Barrett of Hume easily won the mile and 
established a new record of 4 minutes and 52 seconds. Overton of Cham-
paign had little difficulty in breaking the record in the 220 hurdles. His 
t ime was 26 1-5 seconds. Steele of Urbana broke the pole vaul t record 
by vaulting 11 feet 3Yz inches. Adams of Casey broke the broad jump rec-
ord by j umping 21 feet 6 1-2 inches. 
Three men tied for individual honors. By the flip of a coin, Baxter of 
Champaign won the cup for first honor and Greathouse of Toledo second 
honor. 
Champaingn won the relay race. 
The point winning teams were as follows : 
Champaign 42 Georgetown 5 
Springfield 14 Hindsboro 5 
Casey 13 Decatur 5 
Hume 10 Catlin 3 
Toledo 10 Hillsboro 3 
Urbana 9 1-2 Chrisman 2 
Westville 9 1-2 Monticello 2 
Atwood 6 Neoga 1. 
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jfHE preliminaries for the Oratorical Contest were held in the morning 
and twelve contestants were chosen by the judges from about 
fifty contestants. At the conclusion of the contest, medals were award-
ed to the point winners in the meet. Champaign received the shield for 
winning the meet and also the shield for the relay race. 
The contest winners were as follows: 
SPEECHES 
Loren Ely, Mattoon, first. 
Max Perrin, Atwood, second. 
DRAMATIC READINGS 
Louise Bressee, Mattoon, first. 
Margery Fish, Hillsboro, second. 
HUMOROUS SELECTIONS 
Margaret Buck, Granite City, first. 
Charles Jenks, Paris, second. 
MODERN POETRY 
Madge Athey, Martinsville, first. 
Fred Dodd, Paris, second. 
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E. I. hoped to put two football teams in the field at the first of the sea-
son; one to represent theNormal High School, and the other the Varsity. 
We were lucky, however, to get one team out of the few men who showed 
up for practice, most of whom were inexperienced in football. Only four 
men of first-team experience were in the ranks. 
Coach Lantz's warriors began the season in a discouraging manner by 
losing the first game, but ended the season in t riumph by defeating the 
Hoosiers 81-0. 
The fi rst game of the season was played on Schahrer Field against the 
aggregation from Shurtleff. They smashed through our line for four touch-
downs. The game was lost by a score of 32-0 mainly because the majority 
of E . I.'s linemen were rookies. However, E . I. came back strongly against 
the college team, and beat them by fifteen points. In this game Fawley of 
E. I. established a record for drop-kicks, making four out of four attempts, 
one of them against a strong south wind. 
The varsity again met defeat on the Blackburn field at Carlinville. Com-
petent judges were unable to determine which of the following were 
responsible for the defeat: Prather's guitar, Cuckoo's apples, Funk's sau-
sages, Podunc's jelly-roll. or Foley of Blackburn. 
On Home Coming Day E. I. was again nosed out of victory by the vis-
it ing eleven from Normal University. This was the one game of the season 
that should have been won. 
Now, for the conclusion of a successful season. The home team made a 
g lor ious finish in a hard fought ( ?) battle against the strong Hoosiers from 
Merom College, winning by the close score of 81-0. All that prevented E. 
I. from getting a higher score was the lack of track practice on the part of 
the: back fieldmen. 
1920 record: 
October 2-E. I. 0; Shurtleff 32; Schahrer Field. 
October 15- E. 18; Lincoln 3; Schahrer Field. 
October 22- E. I. 0; Blackburn 28; Carlinville. 
November 6-E. I. 7; Normal University 20 : Schahrer Field. 
November 18- E. I. 81 : Merom 0; Schahrer Field. 
Total, E . I. 106; opponents 83. 
Lineup: 
Ends-Crowe, McNeilly, Osborne. 
Tackles-Leathers, Ashby. 
Guards-Funkhouser, Stevenson, Birthisel. 
Center- Raw land. 
Quarterbacks-Fawley, Anderson. 
Full back-Edgington. 
Halfbacks-Turner, Prather, Freeland. 
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ffilONSIDERING the new material which Coach Lantz had to use in build-
\6 ing up a varsity team, E. I. made a fine showing for th is season. 
Leathers and Lynch were the only two men who had played on the varsity 
the year before. 
Our team scored victories on Sparks' Business College, Mattoon Inde-
pendents and McKendree ; the games with Rose Pol y, Indiana State Normal, 
Millikin, DeKalb Normal, Illinois College and St. Viators were lost, some by 
rather close scores. The first game of the year played on our floor was 
with the strong team from Indiana Normal. 
The members of the team were Lynch (captain ) , McCall and Fauley, 
forwards; Swope and Raw land centers; and Leathers, Dunn and Prather, 
guards. 
A high school team was organized during the season and from it some 
valuable material may be secured for next year's varsity. A few games 
were scheduled with other high schools and several of these games were 
won. This team aided the varsity immensely by giving them some hard 
practice. Crowe, Wilson, G. Lynch, Woodburn, Osborn, Stone and Stewart 
were members of the team. All of these men will be back next year and 
we should have a fast high school five. 
Our team won their first game a t the tournament, but they were de-
feated in the semi-finals . 
This season has been a successful one, but since Coach Lantz will have 
experienced material for next year, we look for ward to a more successfu l 
season. 
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£ifrlHE girls' basketball tournament was held before and after spring vaca-
.!...!. tion, March 11. The Senior and Eleventh year played a very close 
game, the score being even when time was up. During the five minutes 
overtime the Elevens gained one more basket and so won the game. The 
Juniors won over the Tenth year by several points. March 15, the Elevens 
were victorious over the Nines, and the Tens over the Seniors. March 16, 
the Juniors and Elevens fought a hard fight, fin;;t one being ahead and then 
the other. As the re5ult of much effort. the Juniors came out ahead. It 
was on this day, playing against the Nines, that we Seniors won our first 
and only game by the largest score of the tournament. March 18, the 
Juniors beat the Nines, and the Tens the Elevens. On March 31, after va-
cation, the final games were played. The Juniors won over us, although 
not as easily as they had expected. The Tens were victorious over the Nines. 
Class 
Seniors 
Juniors 
Elevens 
Nines 
Number of games Total number 
Won Lost of points 
1 3 53 
4 0 80 
2 2 58 
0 0 26 
The Nines did not win a game, but they put up a good fight each time 
and surprised everyone with their streaks of good playing. The Juniors 
were fortunate in having some new material from which to build a good 
team, the entire team being composed of high school graduates who entered 
the J unior class this year. 
Miss Stewart, the girls who played, and a number of others who came 
out to practice, spent much time and effort to make the tournament a suc-
cess. 
The members of the winning team were awarded blue sweaters with 
g ray numerals. 
SENIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
JUNIOR GIRLS' BASKE'l'BALL TEAM 
SOPHOMORE GIRLS' BASKETBALL T.EA!\1 
FRESHMAN GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAl\1 
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jfHIS year a sport new to this school was ad ded to th e list recognized an d 
promoted by the Girls' Athletic Association . This game was field 
hockey. Late in October the field, 100 x 50 yards, was marked off south of 
the green house. The teams, coached by Miss Stewart, were made up from 
the gymnasium classes, the time of practice, with a few exceptions, being 
the regular gymnasium hours. Each class in school, except the eleventh 
year, was represented by a team. The last of October, practice began, 
and the girls commenced working for places on their class elevens. 
The game proved as popular as class basketball. as was shown by the 
number of spectators and rooters interested enou gh to attend the tourna-
ment . Wednesday afternoon, December 8, the first two games were played 
as scheduled. The Seniors won from the Ni nes with a score of 2-1. The 
Nines appeared in a body and were the most vociferous of rooters. The 
J uniors won in the following game with t he Tens. Score 2-0. 
Saturday, December 18, the Seniors and Tens played a game postponed 
from Friday, December 10. The Seniors won in one of the best played 
games of the tournament , with only ten players. Score 1-0. 
The tournament was won by the Juniors. Much credit must be gi ven 
t o Miss Stewart for the interest she showed in bringing a bout the success 
of the tournament. 
Those winning class monograms for having played in three games of 
the tournament were: 
Seniors; Hildred Densmore (captain), Helen Jessup, Mrs. Leah Ander-
son, Florence Sutton, Mildred Mayes, Zelda Pape, Frances Grafton, Lucile 
Dr yden. 
J uniors; Rose Johnson (captain), E lsie Sloan, Nellie Haskell, Ruth 
Clark, Maudalene Scott, Thursa Richardson, Katharine Stapp. 
Tens; Pauline Icenogle (captain), Ruth Fawley, Beulah Tittle, Regina 
Fleshner, Lois Waters, Dorothy Hackett, Alice Kelly. 
Nines; Beatrice Sims (captain), Nina Fay Akeman, Alice Russell, Rei-
ta Tomberlin, Margery Miller, Gladys Shields. 
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Allison Barnes F reeland 
Edgington Kepner 
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Birthisel 
Jenkins 
Anderson 
Kerr 
Icknayan 
Eversole 
Ashby 
Kepner 
Phipps 
Hall 
Lee 
Woodburn 
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Baker 
Hall 
Stevenson 
Gannaway 
Cooper 
Rhodes 
E kins 
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'\?.fXilE, the members of the class of 1921, being sound of mind and (con-
\!Nf sidered by some) poor of judgment, before leaving this temple of 
wisdom, known as the Eastern Illinois Teachers' College, do make and 
solemnly declare this our last will and testament. 
We hereby bequeath. 
The Freeland marriage license to Florence and "Bill." 
To Meredith, the special and only privilege of singing and dancing, any 
time, any day, any where. 
To "Ikky," " Cuckoo," and Albert, some !ilectric hair curlers in case 
they might need them some day. 
To Ruth and Halleen, a black mask to wear while plundering Pem. Hall 
in the future. · 
To Lulu Dryden, some vinegar for reducing purposes. 
To Emerson Wilson, one perfectly good date with Mary Bence. 
To Helen Waters , a hat that will hold up under pressure. 
To Dorothy Bratton, t he right to be Ar lie's chauffer for the rest of his 
life. 
To ' 'Polly" Mitchell, an alarm clock to awaken her when the Seniors 
decorate. 
To Marjorie Lynch, a guaranteed device for collecting class dues. 
To Helen Watson, the Pierces, and Devonna O' Hair , a generous supply 
of much needed school spirit. 
To Babe (alias Speed) Ashworth, a soft pedal for that voice of hers. 
To Merle Shafer, a rock pile for use when the J uniors decorate nex i. 
year. 
To the J unior Class: 
(a) A copy of Robert's Rules of Order. 
\b) One TAX I . 
(c) Our ability to dodge Juniors. 
(d) The right to be as clever as they think they are. 
(e) Any flowers, wire, lattice, crepe paper, or 2x4's that we have left. 
To Mr. Thomas, a brilliant history class. 
To the Nines, our nerve to get excuses from Mr. Lord. 
To Lawrence Jenkins, McKinley Turner's yodel. 
To Caroline Springer, Evelyn Allison's dignified stare. 
To "Jimmie" Lynch, Austin's "keen." 
To Forest Combs and Violet Stevens, Verne H. Barnes' and Frances 
Graf ton's reserved seats in the assembly room. 
To Chenault Kelly and her "gang," full control of their class. 
To " Candy" Kerr, " Podunc" Stephenson, and ''Gumps" Gobart, a box: 
of cigars, the same brand as Freeland passed out. 
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To Mr. Crowe, some mark to distinguish him from John Albert in haz-
ing parties. 
To "Mac" Eversole, our stand-in with the night watchman. 
To "Red" Talley, permit to "wear 'em higher. " 
To Hazel Adamson, a joke book with the points underscored. 
To "Johnny" Whitsel, a complete set of instructions in the art of self-
defense. 
To Mr. Taylor, even better success in spotting those who profane the 
morning exercises. 
To Lois Johnston, a special parking place in front of the Hall. 
To Lois Mcor<", some anti-fat. 
To Miss Major, a chorus of balanced voices. 
To the school, a barrel of liqujd pep. 
To the Junior girls: 
(a) A machine for chewing pictures. 
(b) A picture gallery of the Seniors. 
(c) A less barbarous spirit during class fights. 
Paul McMorris ' quiet speech and gentle manner to Forest Stewart. 
Vernon Barnes' rapid flow of speech to Oren Swope. 
Lucile Dryden's nineties in Math. to "Willyum'' Birthisel. 
To some member of the future Senior class, Margaret McLaughlin's 
ability to mother a certain ninth grade girl. 
To Perry Raw land, ' 'Peaches' " supply of powder and paint. 
To Mr. Ingram, a month's rest with no Seniors to ask questions. 
"Bob" Pampe's love for ice cream to " Oiey" Funkhouser. 
All of Hazel Caldwell's ''sweeties" to Joyce Traeger. 
To Winona Eden More, a portion of the dignity which is characteristic 
of us. 
To the Junior basketball girls some cold weather so their sweaters will 
be useful. 
To Marie Buckler, a muffler for her giggle. 
To Anne Laughlin, a class president to take the place of her Senior ad-
mirer. 
To the Preps, our ability to stay off the front seats. 
To Knife III, a joke book for use in the Inc. 
Raymond Phipps' success with the ladies to Harold Kerr. 
To Miss Johnson and Miss Weller, a ton of beads each. 
To Robert Shoemaker, Verne H. Barnes' ability to cover the ground. 
Howard Allison's height to Paul Osborne. 
Hugh Osborne to Lola Raper (with J esza's permission.) 
To Hilda Snyder, a hair ribbon of her own. 
The rest of our possessions to any one who needs them. 
To both teachers and students, our best wishes for a prosperous career 
and a marked success in life. 
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The light from one tiny window was the only sign of life at Stone Hall 
for it was in the wee sma' hours on Easter morning 1930. 
Zelda Pape, having carried some Pem. Hall habits to Wellesley with 
her, was having the proverbial spread in honor of Florence Sutton, Lura 
Williams, Reba Mitchell, and Lucile Dryden. They had just dropped in for 
over week end from Connecticut College where they are winning high 
honors, due to their good training at E. I. Reminiscences (between mouth-
fuls of hot viands from the grill) soon succeeded warm greetings and even 
the towers of old E. I. became sacred as we think of that little town away 
back west where we enjoyed the happiest days of our life. 
" Oh! let's do something thrilling," suggested Zelda as she pulled out 
the Ouija board from under the bed. "Mr. Wilson always said they could tell 
the truth about the present. Put your hands on. We'll get some first-class 
information. I'm just dying to know about the doings of our old class-
mates of '21." 
We started to ask questions and the spirit said just volumes. Those 
real interesting things it told are as follows: 
Mr. Wilson, yom old adviser, is now president of Peru and the country 
has the most modern and democratic government of any country in South 
America. 
Miss Molyneaux is still the beloved head of Pemberton Hall, and due to 
her untiring efforts the Hall is a better place to live in than ever. 
Mr. Moore is now a well known professor of agriculture in Yale Univer-
sity. 
Vernon E. Barnes, our old president, is now president of a Charm school 
in Roxbury, N. Y. , and he has lost his reserved disposition. 
lone, our secretary, is now known as Mrs. Rupert McKenzie, of Silver 
Cup Ranch, Utah, where she and her husband are taming broncos." 
Lucile and McKinley have made a fortune traveling with a medicine 
show selling Swamp Root. With their combined talent, Mac's yodeling and 
Lucile's dancing they have met greatest success. 
Paul McMorris and wife (formerly Velma Hughes) have introduced a 
mission school in Hindustan. 
No more does Verne H. Barnes have to run for the train on Sunday night 
for he is well established as editor of the Lerna Tribune, aided by Frances. 
Grafton, now his co-partner for life. 
"Longshot" Leathers has been aided much in h.is prosperous farming 
in Lawrence county by his loving wife, formerly Jean Davis. 
The discovery that human brains can be transferred was made through 
a careful experiment by Dr. Richard Kepner, now an eminent physician. 
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" Pene" Ashworth, now Mrs. Norman Waltrip, is leading a retired life 
in the suburbs of Cooks Mill. 
Millikin University has r isen to greater heights due to the untiring ef-
for ts of Dorothy Albin, a teacher there. 
''Spike'' All ison is to be promoted to president of the shor tening factory 
in Long Island. 
Marie Redden has " vamped J ohnny and is now frying his pancakes for 
h im." 
Evelyn Allison draws a large salary as chief contributor to " Life. " 
Lettie J ones is now in Paris competing with the world 's champion in 
volley ball. 
Mary Bence, now with her husband, Mr. Edgar Beard, are enjoying a 
life time honeymoon in California. 
Lois Adams now holds the honored posit iqn as critic teacher in the sev-
enth, eighth, an d ninth grades as Miss Ragan's successor. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dawson (Margaret McLaughlin) now own the larg-
est clothing store in Charleston, Ill. 
Celia Koelmel and Leah Anderson have just made their debut in New 
York as United States' most famous artists. 
" Cat" Lytle ended her teaching career abruptly by an elopment with 
Mr. Smith into the oil fields of Kentucky, where they are now accumulating 
a large fortune. . 
Florence Starkey artistically jumped into the lake and ended all They 
say there was a man at the bottom of it. 
Marian McCarthy, Hawaiian dancer, and her accompanist, Kathryn 
More, are traveling with an opera company. 
Louise Nicholson is now getting "inside political dope" in Washington 
for theN ew York Times. 
Bob Pampe is admJnistrator of a Girls' Reform School. Under his care-
ful instructions the girls are acquiring that deep sense of propriety which 
Bob thought he had at E. I. 
Mary Bostic is proving she can make the best pie in Arthur. 
People from far and near go to Redpath Chautauqua for the privilege 
of hearing Madge Connor sing, accompanied by Hazel Garrison and Jesza 
Deppen, violinist. 
Helen Goff is girls' athletic director at Smith College. The report is 
that she is going to direct a man's life in Champaign soon. 
"Girls! it's 1:00 o'clock and your lights should have been out two hours 
ago," said the dean, Helen Jessup. 
"Well, kids, " Zelda whispered a minute later, "wait till she goes back 
to bed and we'll find out about the rest of the kids. 
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SEPTEMBEH 
Monday, 13. We greet old friends on this, registration day. Industrious 
Seniors and a few others come at 4:00 a. m. to see about extra work. 
Tuesday, 14. The upper classmen resent Ninth Grade students t aking 
back sea ts in chapel. Hymn No. 134. 
Wednesday, 15. We still reserve a few seats for the Senior college stu-
dents. ' 
Thursday, 16. Seniors observe all day in the training school. 
Saturday, 18. School excused for fair in afternoon. Senior girls en-
tertain school in Pemberton Hal l. 
Monday, 20. Everyone put his lessons off until tonight-then goes to 
the show. 
Tuesday, 21. We settle down to work. 
Wednesday, 22. " A whisper and then a silence" in chapel. 
Thursday, 23. Seniors choose Miss Molyneaux as class angel to succeed 
Mrs. Moore. 
Friday, 24. ·Mr . Vial leads chapel, reading an article containing good 
and bad ideas. 
Saturday, 25. Teachers give students a reception in Pemberton Hall. 
Tuesday, 28. First issue of News. 
Wednesday, 29. Mr. Taylor leads chapel. 
Thursday, 30. Reporters' strike. Given more hours, less pay. Strike 
settled. 
OCTOBER 
Friday, 1. Pep meeting at night. Speeches by various celebreties. 
Saturday, 2. Shurtleff beats E. I. Boys give dance for benefit of fund 
for a victrola at the hall. 
Monday, 4. Junoirs have wiener roast. They are given a wet welcome 
by the Seniors on· their retu.rn. 
Tuesday, 5. Oh, misery ! Hear the merry-go-round. Homecoming up 
town. 
Wednesday, 6. Most of the classes elect officers with the usual bicker-
ing and electioneering near the polls. 
Thursday, 7. Mr. Widger gives a chapel talk on watching political cam-
paigns. 
Friday, 8. Several erstwhile dignified people seen on the Whip. 
Saturday, 9. Mr. Lor d reads in chapel. 
Monday, 11. Weiners done, weiners raw, weiners large, wieners small. 
, 
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Did the Seniors eat them? Well, I'd say! They crammed them down, but, 
oh, next day! The Senior president is captured. 
Thursday, 21. Something new! Seniors have conference at 3:10. 
Friday, 22. "Nosing around" i.n chapel. 
Monday, 25. Rain! Sky sheds a tear. 
Tuesday, 26. Rain ! ! Sky weeps violently. 
Wednesday, 27. Rain! ! ! Pitchforks and hoe handles. 
Thursday, 28. Cold as Greenland. First snow. Seniors measured for 
rings. 
Saturday, 30. Pemberton Hall masquerade. 
Sunday, 31. Hallowe'en. Town shows results of last night's mischief. 
NOVE~1BER 
Monday, 1. The Freshman class held a masquerade party in the gym-
nasium. No masks were needed. 
Wednesday, 3. Boys' and girls' glee clubs organized. 
Thursday, 4. Big preparations made for Homecoming on Saturday. 
Saturday, 6. Homecoming-the day everybody looks forward to arrives. 
One hundred registered, seventy-nine graduates. Old friends meet again. 
Saturday, 13. Dramatic club meets and plans for toy theatre. 
Sunday, 14. Lake Ahmoweenah freezes over. 
Tuesday, 16. Football squad has its steak roast. 
Wendesday, 17. Senior class elects the Warbler staff, and passes a res-
olution to make it the best annual that has ever been put out. 
Friday, 19. The E. I. club at the U. of I. holds their first semester 
dance in Urbana. 
Saturday, 20. 
Thur!'lday, 25. 
Satuaday, 27. 
dollars cleared. 
We play Merom. Hurrah for E. I. 80-0. 
The school enjoyed a one day Thanksgiving vacation. 
Six hundred people attended the carnival. Two hundred 
DECEMBER 
Wednesday, 1. The Seniors give a farewell party to Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
son at Pemberton Hall. 
Saturday, 4. Coach looks over the basketball recruits that come out. 
Sunday, 12. We have Sunday afternoon program at the hall. 
Tuesday, 14. Everyone prepares for a new term of school. 
Thursday, 16. The second number of the entertainment course is held. 
Beautiful pictures of Alaska shown. 
Friday, 17. Ev'eryone has gone to box suppers this week. 
Saturday, 18. The boys hold their annual Christmas dance. 
Monday, 20. Everyone goes to school and tries to study. 
Wednesday, 22. We play Millikin on our floor. School closes for 
Christmas vacation. 
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JANUARY 
-Monday, 3. Returning after vacation. 
Tuesday, -!. Fourteen of the boys who played on the football squad last 
fall were presented with sweaters. 
Wednesday, 5. School work to do, but no one in the notion 
Thursday, 6 Y. W. C. A. meets and discusses for the first time the 
subject of home mission work. 
Friday, 7. Coach Lantz leaves, taking six of his best players with him, 
for Carbondale, to play against the Southern State Normal team. Final 
score 44 to 22 in favor of Carbondale. 
Saturday, 8. The dance was well attended. 
Tuesday, 11. Some new styles in hair dressing will probably be seen 
within the next few days, as the individual pictures for the annual are soon 
to be taken. 
On home floor. Rose Poly 39; E. I. 18. 
Smallpox scare in 6th grade room. 
What a shame! Indiana State Normal 66, E. I. 10. 
Wednesday 12. 
Thursday, 13. 
Saturday, 15. 
Monday, 17. The faculty gives a turkey dinner as a farewell party to 
Mr. Wilson. 
Wednesday, 19. The most exciting of nights. Our team won over 
Sparks. E. I. 17; Sparks 15. 
Thursday, 20. Mr. Wilson talks of his departure at chapel. Tears fall 
occasionally. 
Friday, 21. Juniors and Seniors send farewell letters to Mr. Wilson. 
Saturday, 22. Three cheers for Miss Major. She sang in chapel this 
morning. 
Monday, 24. St Viators 47; E. I. 10. 
Tuesday 25. Mr. Seumas McManus of Donegal, Ireland, presented his 
lecture on Irish Wit and Humor. 
Wednesday, 26. Another pep meeting at one o'clock. Charleston High 
School 32; E, I. High School 8. Charleston Seconds 7; E. I. Seconds 6. 
Thursday, 27. Y. W. C. A. meets and discusses Social and Industrial 
Facts about China. 
Friday, 28. Dramatic club meets. Janet Grimes gives a talk on Maude 
Adams. 
Saturday 29. The girls' glee club entertained the students and faculty 
the last few minutes of the chapel period. 
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FEBRUARY 
Tuesday, 1. The T uesday night dancing school is a thing of the past. 
Wednesday, 2. The day a fter the second. 
Thursday, 3. Don't forget your p lans are due at 8 o' clock . 
Saturday, 5. We were glad to be entertained by the girls' glee club 
a gain at chapel this morning. 
Wednesday, 9. E. I. High School 20; Ashmore High School 8. 
Thursday, 10. An announcment has been made that the Senior pins 
a nd rings will arrive in three weeks. As long as there's life there's hope. 
Friday, 11. A very interesting picture collection of Lincoln is post-
ed in the west end of the corrid or . 
Saturday 12. E levens hold a t ea in reception room. 
Monday, 14. Reception to f aculty g iven by student body. 
Tuesday, 15. Hip. h ip, hooray, no school today. 
Wednesday, 16. Senior boys basket ball team practiced. 
Thursday, 17. Mr. Lantz tells all about basketball a t chapel. 
Sa turday, 19. Helen Kearn plays and Margaret Bolin sings a t chapel. 
The Washington dance is quite a success. 
Tuesday, 22. No school today, but just think of the plans and the out-
side reading. 
Wednesday, 23. Class meetings during chapel t ime. 
Thursday, 24. Seniors r egist er for spring term. 
Saturday, 26. B 1ok party at P em berton Hall. 
Monday, 28. The last day of t he month. 
MARCH 
Tuesday, 1. Nearly 78 days of school left this year . 
Wednesday, 2. Terms end is drawing near. Woe is me! 
Thursday, 3. E. I. basketball squad goes to Decatur to play in tourna-
ment . 
Friday, 4. Another quarter of teaching is now history. 
Saturday, 5. A vacation all day. 
Monday, 7. Registration for last term. 
Tuesday, 8. Where are you teaching this quarter? 
Wednesday, 9. Those athletically inclined begin to talk track work and 
baseball. 
Thursday, 10. Coffer-Miller n.layers present "The Rivals" and ''As You 
Like It." Faith and and I'm losing me valor heard 317 after "The Ri-
vals. 
Friday, 11. Girls' basketball tourney begins. 
Saturday, 12. Boys' glee club sing • 'Shadow March," and "Settin' 
Roun ' de Fire,' ' in chapel. 
• 
Tuesday, 15. Class pins and rings arrive. Much rejoicing. 
Wednesday, 16. Spring is coming. 
Thursday, 17. Nothing 
Friday, 18. Doing. 
Saturday, 19. E veryone retreats. Vacation is here. 
Tuesday, 29. E . I. students stage a comeback. 
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Wednesday, 30. Junior boys hold a meeting of their skull and cross 
bones society at the house of Harold Kerr. Pem Hall Juniors serve sand-
wiches. 
Thursday, 31. P ictures of classes taken. School pictures taken. Jun-
iors! By t heir small chairs ye shall know them. 
APRIL 
Friday, 1. Junior boys hold an important meeting in reception room 
a fter chapel. Who called it? 
Wednesday, 6. Senior class play tryouts. Streaks of yellow disappear. 
Thursday, 7. Seniors decorate. 
Friday, 8. Legislative commi ttee visits school. 
Saturday, 9. Track work progressing beautifully. 
Tuesday, 12. Much t raveling being done by J uniors and Seniors. Some 
go in taxis, others go barefoot. 
Wednesday, 13. Tryouts for track squad. No records broken, but 
prospects are encouraging. 
Thursday, 14. Invitations sent out for big field meet to be held here. 
Friday, 15. Charleston High's interclass track meet on our field. 
MAY 
Tuesday, 3. J uniors make their lat tice. 
Wednesday, 4. J immy Lynch moves to the front seat in chapel. 
Thursday, 5. F lorence gets her diamond from Bill. 
Friday, 6. Juniors decorate. 
Saturday, 7. Field Meet and Oratorical Contest. 
Wednesday, 11. House meeting at Pem. Hall without a dinner party. 
Thursday, 19. Spring Fantasy. 
Monday, 23. Junior class party in honor of the Senior class. 
Saturday, 28. Alumni Day. The Warbler appears. 
Sunday, 29. Address to the graduating class, "Idols' Meat, " L. C. Lord. 
Tuesday, 31. Senior Class Play, " The Amazons. " 
. 
• JUNE 
Wednesday, 1. President's reception to the graduating class and the 
Faculty. 
Friday, 3. Graduating Exercises . 
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ICJ?J. 
• 
J.JL'' 
"A" is for All the Ninth Year Class, 
And its Activities that make things come to pass. 
' 'B' s" for the Boys and their we II-worn books. 
Both are worked pretty hard, you can tell by their looks. 
"C's" for the Class meetings that come every two weeks. 
We learn who have talent, and who are the freaks. 
"D's" for the Duty we owe to the school, 
By doing our best, and obeying each rule. 
"E" is for E. I. of which we're a part, 
And "E's" that come to those who are smart. 
"F's" for Mif's Ford whom we all revere. 
E'en though we vex her, she's seldom severe. 
"G's" for Girls, here's to their Graces, 
An unusual group, if you judge by their faces. 
"H" is for the Hours that we spend in room six. 
Miss Ragan is there to ward off foolish tricks. 
"I's" for the Ideals that we hope are all high, 
And may be attained if ali of us try. 
"J's" for the Jingle - the less said the better, 
For we find we can't make a rhyme with this Jetter. 
"K's" for Knowledge which we may acquire 
We hope of the getting we never will tire. 
"L's" for Mr. Lord of national famf'. 
He's given us many good talks sinc2 ·"'·e c::.rr,t. 
"M's" for Manners. We have them down pat, 
Including the art of tipping our hat. 
"N's" for the Nines, about Ninety in al l. 
Large as to Number- in no way are we small. 
"O's" for the Odyssey which we must all know. 
And the Opportunity offered concentration to show. 
"P's" for Physiology which seems very dry. 
It goes pretty hard, even though we try. 
" Q's" for the Questions t hat come on exam. 
When we know they are coming, we all have to cram. 
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"R's" for Miss Ragan, who cares for us well. 
We know a lot more, but it won' t do to tell. 
"S's" for Miss Stevens, who is much admired, 
Though she makes us all work until we are tired. 
"T's" for the Teachers whom we' ll never forget. 
And also our Training which is unfinished yet. 
"U's" for the University to which we will go, 
To finish our schooling- we all hope it is so. 
"V's" for the Visions which are realized when 
Our school life is o'er, and we're women and men. 
"W's" for the Work that we do every day. 
We don 't mind the work if there's also some play. 
"X" is for the Xcuses which Miss Ragan must sign , 
When by any mishap we have been out of line. 
''Y's" for the Years which the future doth hold. 
May the Nines find them filled with values untold. 
· ·z's" for the Zeal and the Zest which we trust 
We'll make our class motto, ''Conquer We Must." 
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JUST TO ENLIGHTEN YOU 
A joke, to our notion. is a form of humor enjoyed by some, but misun-
derstood by most; sometimes requiring a diagram, a raised letter or a club. 
In some cases our jokes might occasion laughter, in others, --. How-
ever, they say laughing is good for the health, so we would ad vise a peru-
sal of a few pages before making plans for a trip south. You will be able 
to appreciate the worth of this department as a pain dispenser if a laughter 
insurer in any form, from a wee giggle to a deafening snort. For the sake 
of perspicuity, we set forth the following definition of a laugh: 
Laugh-a peculiar contortion of the human countenance, voluntary or 
involuntary, superinduced by a concatenation of external circumstance, seen 
or heard, of a ridiculous, ludicrous, jocose, mirthful, funny, factious, or 
fanciful nature, and accompanied by a cackle, chuckle, chortle, cachinnation. 
giggle, gurgle, guffaw or roar. 
If you wish to reach that part of your body which will help you appre-
eiate the jokes we are to enumerate, try it. NUF SED. 
NO ROUGH TALK 
Student teacher- "Johnny, tell us what is raised in Mexico." 
Johnny-"I could, but I don't want you to send me to Mr. Allen. " 
Mr. Crowe, examining condition of textbooks in 11:10 physics class. 
makes the following note-"Robert Pampe broke back!" 
Miss Heiberg, in geometry- "Mr. Combs, disect that line." 
Mr. Combs--" Into how many parts, please?" 
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW 
Why ''Sheke" Allison refuses to grow up. 
How long it would take ·'Peaches" to grow anoth-
er mustache. 
Why Elbert Hargis fails to go to chapel. 
If "Jimmy" enjoys the front row. 
When they are going to re-decorate the assem-
bly room. 
When we will get the new buildings. 
When Mary Hill will stop talking. 
Who parts Maurice Kings hair. 
Miss Batchelor-Translate rex fugit. 
Wayne Cooper-the king flees. 
Miss B.-Butfugitis perfect; now place a "has" 
before it. 
Wayne-The king has fleas. 
Raymond Phipps strolled out one night 
To see his fair young miss; 
And when he reached her home 
this. 
the 
up 
Ran 
like 
steps 
Her father met him at the door; 
He did not see his miss, 
Instead of leaving as he came, 
Rolled 
UMOp 
t=JL{'f 
sda'fS 
o)f!I 
'S!L{l 
SENIOR ADVICE 
Always laugh at the teacher's jokes 
However punk they be; 
Not because they're funny, 
But because it's policy. 
If you're studying astronomy, 
And you wish to make A, 
You'll stand a better chance, 
If solitary, you wend your way. 
From the diary of Emerson Wilson. 
WHEN A FELLOW NEEDS A FRIEND 
F irst visit to Pemberton Hal l. 
Freshie hunting a class room. 
On being called to the office. 
On bringing a reserve book back late. 
When she turns you down. 
When you teach your first lesson. 
A woodpecker lit on a Freshman's nose 
And settled down to drill; 
He bored away for half a day 
And finally broke his bill. 
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HEARD IN AMERICAN HISTORY 
Mr. Thomas-Maximilian 's wife died a few months ago, and she has 
been in the insane asylum ever since. 
CAN IT BE DONE ? 
Mary- If Mr. Allen ever observes me, I will evaporate! 
A Pem. Hall Inmate-When you have finished with that broom will you 
be through with it? 
Students may come and students may go, 
But this goes on forever. 
Miss Booth to English 23 student-No, the Bible is out; but we have 
Mrs. Rohrer's cook book. 
A Model Stud( nt-A small imitation of the real thing. 
To what length some men will go-Howard Allis m . 
Insepar.able-Lois More and Johnson. 
Lulu- I have too much flesh, how shall I work it off. 
Echo-Work it off. 
MARRIED MENS' CLUB 
President and Viae President-Ralph Freeland. 
Secretary and Treasurer-Austin Edgington. 
Mr. Lord- Some say dancing is no better than hugging to music. 
Sleepy Junior-! don't think it is half so good. 
Thank goodness, a man at last-Hazel Adamson. 
Dear Father: 
Please pay the bills, and I will take care of the Williams. 
J UST SUPPOSE 
Just suppose 
That Madge should have a date. 
Yours, 
Florence. 
That Hazel Adamson were never late. 
That Leathers and Jean should separate. 
Only Suppositions. 
Just suppose 
That we were all exempt in May. 
That the Seniors had t ime to play. 
That Zelda Pape had naught to say. 
Only Suppositions. 
J ust suppose 
Florence McDowell still had a heart. 
That Frances with her love should part. 
Or all t he Juniors to work should start. 
Only Suppositions. 
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Mr. Crowe- Miss Sylvia, can you think of a body at rest producing 
sound? 
Babe-A man snoring. 
Visitor-My friend, I am full of uncertainty. 
Pem Hall Girl-He's been eating hash. 
Pene-1 do believe in close communion and freedom of the press. 
Cram! 
Exam ! 
Flunk! 
Trunk! 
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Senior (to third grader): I am going to read you a poem written by a 
poet whom you all love. 
Third grader-I'll bet Mr. Daniels wrote it. 
DEDICATED TO JUNIORS 
·pnaq S!q UO pUU'.lS 0'.l snq aq JI 
'AUA\Cil.UOS '.l! lU '.lCI]j li!A\ q;ma A\OU)[ a}A 
·pnaJ aq Ol A'[UO rnaq'.l A'q puv 
'rnaq'.l JOJ rnaod J!eql a:lltllli a.M. 
~A\oqs tl JO Pll!:ll lSUCI[ aq:} puq A'aq'.l n 
'l! '.ltl '.lalj sA:UA\[U A'aq'.l '.laq noA' '.lng 
~A\OU)[ O'.l '.lOU aJaA\ .Aaq'.llju!q'.larnos suA\ H 
'SJO!UOf aq'.l pa!JJOA\ lju!q'.lA'Utl JI 
ALL ROUND THE CAMPUS MEN 
Dick Fawley, 
Oley Funkhouser, 
Longshot Leathers, 
Newt Walker. 
95 o IN THE SHADE 
Mr. Crowe-All boys who are uncomfortably 
warm may hang their clothes in the corner. 
Lives of Seniors all remind us, 
We should strive to do our best; 
And departing leave benind us 
Plan books that will help the rest. 
"How did you lose your hair ?" 
Elbert-"Worry." 
"What Did you worry about?" 
Elbert--"About losing my hair?" 
F-elt too tired to study. 
L-eft my notes in my book. 
U-sed up a ll my paper. 
N-o, I didn't study that. 
K-new it yesterday, but forgot it . 
SORREL TOP CLUB 
Zelda Pape, president. 
Reba Mitchell, vice president. 
Charter members: 
Paulina Mitchell, 
Mildred Tolley, 
Lulu Dryden. 
Sergeant-at-arms, Albert Crowe. 
THERE'S A REASON 
Kitty-Hazel your ear is out. 
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Hazel-l know it. I want it out. Don't you know I'm going to con-
ference? 
Lucile Dryden-Who is the smartest pupil in your library science class? 
Frances Grafton-I'd tell you, but you would think I was boasting. 
Prep (coming into physics class )-Say, Mr. Crowe, Mr. Spooner wants 
some spotted ink to make dotted lines with and a pair of sky hooks. 
Edgington-Why are the muscles in my head so much smaller than the 
ones in my arm? 
Mr. Spooner-Because you do not use them so much. 
Ain't afraid of Juniors. 
Ain' t afraid of cats. 
Ain't afraid of elephants. 
Ain't afraid of rats. 
Ain' t afraid of snarlin' dogs. 
Ain 't afraid of squirrels. 
Ain't afraid of g irls. 
Our Class President. 
Dignified Senior (in plan) - Skipping about the room, I will call on the 
children one by one. 
A Junior has three characteristics, namely, swellheadedness, lighthead-
edness and density. 
Mr. Thomas in history class: Many are called, but few get up. 
Mr. Spooner (calling the roll)-Austin Edgington. 
Edgie-I pass. 
Conductor-Your fare, Miss. 
Lulu Dryden-Really! Do you think so? 
Miss Major (in Music 25)-Mr. Turner, where is do located in this song? 
McKinley-Why do is on fa. 
Prep- (at the football game)- "Look at that mud on their clothes. How 
will they get it off? 
Second prep (contemptuously) - Huh, what do you suppose we have a 
scrub team for? 
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Hargis - Mr. Birch, give me a package of Fat-Emmas. 
Hazel Garrison- When I have nothing else to do of nights I study. 
Required Subject : 
A J unior's education is not complete until he has been arrested. 
Sumner Anderson - Mamma, why don't all the gir ls propose to me? 
It's easy girls if you only had the eyes-Jesza Deppen. 
Stuck on himself, and has no rival-Harold Kerr. 
Caught in the act 
WEBSTER'S SE COND E DITION 
Examinations-Comedy of errors. 
Study-A disease seldom indulged in. 
Class parties-Meetings of the Ladies Aid. 
F reshman- A nuisance. 
Sophomore-A pest. 
In English class - How would you punctuate this sentence? 
" A lady was passing along the street smiling pleasant ly. " 
What about a dash after the lady? was the prompt reply. 
BY THEIR WORDS YE SHALL KNOW THEM 
It all depends- Mr. Lord. 
Not necessarily-Mr. Spooner. 
You keep this in mind - Oh, to illustrate!-Mr. Thomas. 
All eyes this way-Be on your P. D. Q.'s-Miss Major. 
Dear me, where's this period gone-Mr. Crowe. 
Where you been last night?- Mr. Koch 
Or, what not-Miss Skeffington. 
Oh, what do I want to say?-Miss Johnson. 
You don't hit the nail on the head-Mr. Walker. 
Let's have it quiet, please-Miss Rooke. 
Herman says-' 'Cat'' Lytle. 
Is she pretty?-Joel Stokes. 
Can you pay your class dues this week?-Lucile Dryden. 
Oh, kid!- Velma Hughes. 
Did Hugh have a date tonight?-Jesza Deppen. 
Worse than that!-Verne H. Barnes. 
Peter Michael! ! !-Madge Connor. 
Well!- Lucile Bayles. 
Are the courts dry enough today?-Hildred Densmore. 
Three plunks-McKinley Turner. 
Just like a man- Frances Grafton. 
Oh, gee!-Tillie Taylor. 
I'll tell the world- Lois Olmsted. 
Where's Mildred?- Helen Jessup. 
Well, now- Evelyn Allison. 
IN THE SPRING 
Malaria begins with a chill and ends with a fever 
Love begins with a fever and ends with a chill. 
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Mr. Crowe-(vigorous ly shaking test tul:e) ''What would I have if I 
kept this up till morning?" 
Ruth Carpenter- "St. Vitus Dance." 
Mr. Moore, in physiology-- "What is the first st ep towards the diges-
tion of food? 
Forrest Combs- "Bitin' it off." 
Mr. Spooner, in hygiene- "Miss lone Allison, what are curtains .. for? 
The joke editor may scratch his head 
Till the end of his fingers are sore, 
But someone is certainly sure to remark-
l've heard that joke before. 
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Y ou don't like th e pictur es 
Y ou d on't l ike t he reading 
material 
Y ou don't l ike the jokes 
and cartoons 
You don' t like the 19 2 1 
Warbler 
Then publis h one your-
self 
Where 's the school a-~oin ', 
And what's it goin' to do, 
And how's it goin' to do it 
When '21 gets through? 
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'i7N publishing the 1921 Warbler we are following· a precedent established 
.!....!, in 1913, and revived in 1919, when the second Normal School's printed 
annual was produced. We have t ried to put our best into this year's 
production, and have found encouragement in our efforts in knowing that 
time will increase its value. As soon as the 1921 Warbler is received from 
the printer it will be read and examined with great interest by teachers, 
students, and alumni, but after the initial interest has subsided it will prob-
ably be laid aside and forgotten. Then in ten or twenty years some mem-
ber of the class of '21 will find a worn, faded , and soiled copy from which 
he will secure greater pleasure than he had anticipated when he decided to 
purchase a Warbler in 1921. When he turns the leaves he will see the 
familiar faces of his old classmates and f riends ; he will read again some of 
t he jokes that used to make us all laugh ; he will think again of the good 
times that everyone had at E. I., back in the days of '21. 
We have said that we have tried to put our best into this year's Warb-
ler, but the work required has not been done without pleasure for those 
who have assisted in making our production successful. Without the in-
_terest and satisfaction that all have found in their work, our efforts, how-
ever great, would have resulted in little worthy commendation. We hope 
that those interested in our school, and particularly those who have looked 
forward to the publication of the 1921 Warbler, will be as well pleased with 
the results as we have been for the opportunity of preparing this annual 
for them. 
The rlass of '21 wishes to thank all persons who ha>e helperl towards the success of The 
·warbler III. The class is especially grateful to Miss B irdseye, Helen Barker, and James Lynch 
tor their help. 

